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a b s t r a c t

Molecular dynamics simulations can be applied to explore the complex liquid phase behavior of lipid-
based formulations and the gastrointestinal tract lumen. In order for the results from these simula-
tions to be of value, the manner in which molecules interact with both aqueous and oil phases present
needs to be as correct as possible. An existing molecular dynamics force field, GROMOS 53a6, was
demonstrated to poorly reproduce the partitioning of straight-chain alcohol and short-chain poly-
ethylene glycol (PEG) molecules between octanol and water phase (logP), with the molecules too hy-
drophobic. Force field parameters for Lennard-Jones interactions between CH2 and CH3 with water
oxygenwere adjusted to reproduce the experimental octanol logP, with all other Lennard-Jones and force
field parameters left untouched. This parameter set, called 53a6DBW, was subsequently used to recal-
culate straight-chain alcohol and short-chain PEG molecules, with significant improvement in the values
obtained. Simulations of a nonionic surfactant in water, octaethylene glycol monocaprylate, were also
performed to observe the aggregation behavior. 53a6DBW demonstrated significant improvements in
water interactions with the PEG chains, well hydrating the PEG groups, and allowing the formation of
micelles. Further improvements and evaluation of the improved parameter set are ongoing.

© 2019 American Pharmacists Association®. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are increasingly being
applied to explore the liquid phase behavior of the gastrointestinal
tract contents, lipid-based formulations, and how drugs partition
into these formulations, neat, on aqueous dispersion and after
digestion.1-10 Lipid-based formulations are one method of
increasing the bioavailability of poorly water-soluble drug mole-
cules and achieve this by solubilization of the drug within a
colloidal system, avoiding the crystalline form.11 Once introduced
into the gastrointestinal tract, lipid-based formulations are
dispersed within the aqueous phase and can also undergo subse-
quent digestion. Under these conditions, the drug solvating prop-
erties of the formulation may change. During this change in
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properties of the formulation, a risk exists that the drug solvating
capacity may be lost, leading to precipitation and loss of bioavail-
ability. In order for MD simulations of these complex, multiphase
systems to produce useful and accurate results, the manner in
which themolecules interact within these liquid phases needs to be
as correct as possible. Of prime importance is the relative in-
teractions between the molecules and both the aqueous and oil
domains contained within these multiphase systems. These rela-
tive interactions will subsequently control the location of solubili-
zation of the drug molecules achieved within the simulations.
These authors have increasingly found that while results can be
produced that are accurate for a single system, when attempting to
apply across a range of liquid phases, the relative interactions are
not sufficiently correct in to appropriately predict behavior across
all the observed phases.

To perform a MD simulation, a force field is required that de-
scribes the functional form and parameters used to calculate the
forces and potential energy of a system of particles. The parameters
encompass bonded and nonbonded interactions (with the van der
Waals term usual computed using a Lennard-Jones potential), and
ghts reserved.
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Figure 1. Structure of octaethylene glycol monocaprylate, also known as PEG8
monocaprylate.

Figure 2. Gibbs energy change thermodynamic cycle for the transfer of a solute from
octanol to water.
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electrostatic interactions using Coulomb’s law. Of interest, of the
many different force fields that are available, are, GROMOS 53a6
force field12 (reparameterized the polar functional groups from
GROMOS 45a313), which was parameterized based on the en-
thalpies of hydration and enthalpies of solvation in cyclohexane for
a range of compounds, and GROMOS 53a6OXY,14 which was devel-
oped to improve 53a6 for oxygen-containing functional groups
based on thermodynamics of pure liquid and solvation free energy
of amino acid analogues in cyclohexane and water. Both of these
force fields have been developed to be appropriate to use for the
molecular simulation of liquid and biomolecular systems.

Using the 53a6 force field as a starting point, the relative inter-
action strength between the aqueous and oil phases of a series of
molecules was checked using the octanol-water partition coefficient
(logP). LogP was chosen as the parameter to check simulation accu-
racy as experimental values are available for an extensive range of
molecules, including lipid formulation excipients and drug mole-
cules. This is not amethod to be used for the prediction of logP values
for molecules, there are more robust existing techniques available.15

Usingoctanol asmodelmolecule to perform the logPfitting, a limited
set of forcefield parameterswere adjusted to better approximate the
experimental logP, and then the logP of a series of short-chain
polyethylene glycol (PEG) molecules were calculated. The adjusted
force field parameters were selected to use existing force fields and
modify them as little as possible to better reproduce the property of
interest. The literature logP values for straight-chain alkane, alcohol,
and short-chain PEG molecules used to fit or check the force field
parameters can be found in Supplementary Information Table S1.

After adjusted force field parameters were obtained to better
reproduce literature logP values, simulations were performed of a
nonionic surfactant in water, octaethylene glycol monocaprylate,
with structure shown in Figure 1. This molecule was chosen as it is
representative of PEG containing nonionic surfactants that are used
in lipid-based formulations.
Methods

Force Field Parameters

Force fields studied include 53a6,12 53a6OXY,14 and 53a6DBW (this

study), with the Supplementary Information Table S2 containing the
Table 1
Lennard-Jones Interaction Parameters for CH2 and CH3 Atom Types Interacting With the

Lennard-Jones Parameters for OW to United Carbon Atom Types

Force Field GROMOS 53a612

Atom Type C6 (kJ mol�1 nm6) C12 (kJ mol�1 nm

CH2 0.0044212472 9.458844 � 10�6

CH3 0.005016238 8.377926 � 10�6
atomic partial charges for the hydroxyl, ether, and ester groups
defined for these force fields.

The default proper dihedrals for the PEG chains, C-O-C-C and O-
C-C-O, for the 53a6 force field were not used as they have been
found to poorly reproduce PEG chain confirmation found experi-
mentally within free aqueous solution.16 Instead, the Ryckaert-
Bellemans dihedral potential developed by Anderson and Wil-
son17 was the preferred dihedral potential, better generating the
required chain confirmations and dihedral distributions appro-
priate for PEG chains.16 The Ryckaert-Bellemans parameter values
are presented in Supplementary Information Table S3.

The nonbonded (Lennard-Jones) interactions between atoms is
calculated using Equation 1, where the C12 parameter predomi-
nately controls the short range radius at which the potential energy
becomes positive or repulsive, and C6 the radius of the minimum
potential energy. Adjusting these values changes the potential en-
ergy surface as a function of radius and can be used to adjust the
degree at which 2 atom types prefer to be associated with each
other versus the other atom types within a simulation. The
Lennard-Jones interaction parameters between CH2 and CH3 atom
types to water oxygen atom type for 53a6 and 53a6DBW force fields
are shown in Table 1. The change that this parameter adjustment in
the parameters has on the potential energy function is shown in
Supplementary Information Figure S1.

ELJ
�
rij
� ¼

Cð12Þ
ij

r12ij
�
Cð6Þ
ij

r6ij
(1)

where ELJ(rij) ¼ Lennard-Jones potential energy between atoms i
and j (kJ mol�1); rij ¼ radius of separation of atoms i and j (nm);
Cij

(12) ¼ Lennard-Jones C12 constant between atoms i and j (kJ nm12

mol�1); Cij(6)¼ Lennard-Jones C6 constant between atoms i and j (kJ
nm6 mol�1).
Gibbs Energy Simulations

Simulations were performed using the GROMACS 5.1.1 software
package18,19 on super computer facilities provided by Multi-modal
Australian ScienceS Imaging and Visualisation Environment. Sim-
ulations were performed using the following force fields; GROMOS
53a6,12 GROMOS 53a6OXY,14 and GROMOS 53a6DBW (this study), using
Water Oxygen Atom Type

GROMOS 53a6DBW (this study)

12) C6 (kJ mol�1 nm6) C12 (kJ mol�1 nm12)

0.0046423096 8.985902 � 10�6

0.005267050 7.959030 � 10�6



Figure 4. Influence of linear scaling of the alcohol functional group partial charges on
the calculated logP of octanol, reproduced from Birru.16
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SPC water,20 and a 2 fs time step. These force fields are subse-
quently referred to by the force field numbers that is 53a6. Ge-
ometry of water molecules was constrained using SETTLE,21 with
the remaining bond constrained with LINCS.22 Periodic boundary
conditions were used on the cubic simulation cell. For the Gibbs
energy calculations, electrostatic interactions were modeled using
reaction field (εr ¼ 62) and a cutoff distance of 1.4 nm, Lennard-
Jones nonbonding interactions had a 1.4 nm cutoff.14 Soft-core
potentials23,24 for Lennard-Jones and electrostatic interactions
were used to avoid singularities when particles transition to and
from dummy (noninteracting) atoms during the Gibbs energy cal-
culations. The stochastic dynamics algorithm25 was used with
constant volume to perform the production runs (Tref ¼ 298 K, g ¼
0.5 ps). Molecules were inserted into prebuilt solvent boxes, con-
sisting of either 4142 water molecules in a 5.00 nm cube (dinitial ¼
0.991 g cm�3) or 400 octanol plus 134water molecules in a 4.80 nm
cube (4.4% w/w, 0.251 mole fraction, dinitial ¼ 0.818 g cm�3) in the
ratio used by DeBolt and Kollman.26 Wet octanol was used as water
saturated octanol contains 0.255 mol fraction (4.5% w/w) water at
298K.26 The following protocol was used to take the initial simu-
lation cell through to the completion of the production runs;

1. Steepest decent energyminimization,27 Dt¼ 2 fs, 500 steps, was
used to remove bad van der Waals contacts between atoms and
allow the forces between atoms to reach a reasonable value,

2. Velocity rescaling temperature coupling28 (tT ¼ 0.5 ps) applied
after initial velocities generated to give a starting temperature of
298K, with a 2 fs time step for 100 ps,

3. Berendsen isotropic pressure coupling29 (tP ¼ 2.0 ps with
reference pressure of 1 bar and 4.5 � 10�5 compressibility) was
turned and run for 100 ps,

4. Stochastic dynamics was then used, with temperature coupling
turned off; isotropic pressure coupling was then changed to
Parrinello-Rahman30,31 (tP ¼ 2 ps) and run for 100 ps,

5. Pressure coupling was then turned off and run for a further
100 ps, and

6. Production runs for each l value/state were performed for a
total of 2,500,000 steps, 5 ns simulation time. Soft-core
Figure 3. Experimental and calculated (using 53a6) logP for the (a) straight-chain
potentials24,27 were used for Lennard-Jones interactions using
a ¼ 0.5 (soft-core parameter), p ¼ 1.0 (soft-core power), and s ¼
0.3 (soft-core limiting distance).
logP Calculations

The octanol-water partition coefficient, logP, can be calculated
from simulations using the Gibbs energy change of solvation in
octanol and the Gibbs energy change of solvation in water, see
Equation 3.32,33 Gibbs energy is a function of state; therefore, it can
be calculated using a thermodynamic cycle between the 2 states of
interest, which may include nonphysical transformations.31 The
thermodynamic cycle that can be used with simulations to calcu-
late the Gibbs energy of solvation is shown in Figure 2. Therefore,
the Gibbs energy of solvation from octanol to water can be calcu-
lated via the Gibbs energy of solvation in octanol and Gibbs energy
CnH2nþ2 series of alkanes and (b) straight-chain CnH2nþ1OH series of alcohols.



Figure 5. Influence of percentage scaling the C6 and C12 Lennard-Jones interaction parameters between united carbon atoms (CH2 and CH3) and water oxygen (OW) on the
calculated logP of octanol, (a) parameters scaled independently, (b) coarse matrix scan of parameters, and (c) finer matrix scan around experimental logP value. The black circles
represent points at which the logP of octanol was calculated.
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of solvation in water, see Equation 2. Gibbs energy changes are
calculated from stochastic dynamics simulations by performing
separate simulations between an initial, fully interacting state 0 to
an uncoupled, dummy final state 1, as shown in Figure 2. Electro-
static interactions are uncoupled first and separately to Lennard-
Jones interactions,34 with the coupling parameter, l, indicating
the degree of transition between the 2 states. Simulations were run
with l values of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 for
both uncoupling of the electrostatic and Lennard-Jones in-
teractions, with a total of 42 simulations performed for each
molecule.

Once the simulations have been completed for each l state, the
Gibbs energy change between the 2 states can be calculated using
either a thermodynamic integration or Bennett’s acceptance ratio35

method. The Bennett’s acceptance ratio method was selected, due
to being more robust and accurate for calculating Gibbs energy
changes,36,37 and calculated using the gmx bar script included with
the GROMACS package.
DGoctanol to waterðsoluteÞ ¼ DGoctanol þ DGoctanol to waterðdummyÞ
� DGwater

¼ DGoctanol � DGwater ¼ �2:303RTlogP

(2)

log P ¼ DGoct � DGwat

2:303RT
(3)

where logP ¼ octanol-water partition coefficient; DGoct ¼ Gibbs
energy change from a vacuum to octanol (kJ mol�1); DGwat ¼ Gibbs
energy change from a vacuum towater (kJ mol�1); R¼ gas constant
(8.314 � 10�3 kJ mol�1 K�1); T ¼ temperature (K).
Molecular Dynamics Simulations

MD simulations were performed using the same GROMACS 5.1.1
software, super computer facilities (Multi-modal Australian



Figure 6. Experimental and calculated logP of the (a) straight-chain CnH2nþ2 series of alkanes and (b) straight-chain (CnH2nþ1OH) series of alcohols, using the 53a6 and 53a6DBW
force field parameters.
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ScienceS Imaging and Visualisation Environment), and the 3 force
fields; GROMOS 53a6,12 GROMOS 53a6OXY,14 and GROMOS 53a6DBW
(this study). SPC water20 was the solvent, with a large 5 fs time step
attained by increase in mass of polar hydrogens to 4 Da (with a
corresponding decrease in attached heavy atom mass to conserve
mass).38 Water molecule geometry was constrained using
SETTLE,21 and remaining bonds were constrained by LINCS.22 Pe-
riodic boundary conditions were used on the cubic simulation cell.
Electrostatic interactions were treated with a short range cutoff
distance of 1.4 nm, and the particle-mesh Ewald for long range
(Fourier grid spacing ¼ 0.12, interpolation order ¼ 4, relative
Figure 7. Experimental and calculated (using 53a6, 53a6OXY and 53a6DBW) logP of
series of PEG molecules from monoethylene to pentaethylene glycol.
strength of Ewald-shifted direct potential 1 � 10�5).39 Lennard-
Jones nonbonding interactions had a 1.4 nm cutoff14 with long-
range dispersion corrections for energy and pressure applied. The
isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT) was used, with the velocity
rescaling temperature coupling (Tref ¼ 310 K, tT ¼ 0.1 ps) and
Parrinello-Rahman pressure coupling30,31 (isotropic, Pref ¼ 1 atm,
tP ¼ 2 ps). To avoid bias to the structure of the aggregates formed
within the simulations, initial molecule geometries were generated
by random placement of 300 octaethylene glycol monocaprylate
with 103,731 water molecules in a 15 ns cubic simulations box (d ¼
0.993 g cm�3), giving a total of 321,693 atoms. Once filled, the
simulation cell was processed using the following protocol;

1. Steepest decent energy minimization27 was used to remove bad
van der Waals contacts between atoms and allow the forces
between atoms to reach a reasonable value,

2. Berendsen temperature coupling29 (tT ¼ 0.01 ps with reference
temperature of 310 K) was turned on, no pressure coupling, and
run for 10 ps with a 2 fs time step,

3. Temperature coupling was then switched to velocity rescaling28

(tT ¼ 0.1 ps) and isotropic Berendsen pressure coupling29 (tP ¼
2.0 ps with reference pressure of 1 bar and 4.5 � 10�5

compressibility), and run for 20 ps with a 2 fs time step,
4. Isotropic pressure coupling was then changed to Parrinello-

Rahman30,31 (tP ¼ 2 ps) and run for 40 ps with a 2 fs time step,
5. Time step was increased to 4 fs and run for 40 ps,
6. Finally, the time step was increased to 5 fs and run for 50 ps, and
7. Production runs were performed for a total of 40,000,000 steps,

100 ns.
Results and Discussion

logP With 53a6

The logP for the series of straight-chain alkanes (CnH2nþ2) from
C1 to C12 (excluding C11, no logP value available) was calculated
using the 53a6 force field and are presented in Figure 3a). The force



Figure 8. Aggregation behavior of octaethylene glycol monocaprylate in water with
the given force fields; (a) 53a6, (b) 53a6OXY, and (c) 53a6DBW. Alkane, hydrophobic core
represented with a solvent accessible surface area and PEG chains with licorice rep-
resentation. The atomic coloring is as follows cyan ¼ CH2 and CH3, white ¼ polar
hydrogens, red ¼ oxygen, and orange ¼ alkane CH2 and CH3, with water omitted for
clarity.
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field manages to fit the logP relatively well until the chain length
reaches heptane, with at least a 1 log unit difference between the
experimental and calculated values starting from this point on. This
increases significantly more to a difference of 2.2 units for dodec-
ane. This overestimation of the logP value indicates that the
existing parameters for long-chain alkanes allow insufficient water
interactions. An equivalent series of straight-chain alcohols
(CnH2nþ1OH) from C1 to C12 (excluding C11, no logP value available)
were also calculated, with the results shown in Fig. 3b). The dif-
ference in the logP between the calculated and experimental values
is stark, with the logP being from 1.0 to 1.5 log units too high, with
larger deviations found as the chain length increases. The simulated
alcohols are significantly more hydrophobic than determined
experimentally.

One method to change the interactions of a functional group
with water is to alter the functional group polarity, by adjusting the
partial charges (used in the parameterisation of the 53a6OXY force
field). An attempt to improve the simulated logP of octanol using
this method was attempted by Birru,16 using linear scaling of the 3
atom types making up the alcohol functional group (CH2-O-H),
maintaining a net neutral charge for the functional group. However,
this was insufficient to get the logP of octanol close to the experi-
mental value, see Figure 4. Additional evidence of the inability of
partial charge adjustment to successfully match the calculated logP
values is shown below for the logP of PEG chains using 52a6OXY
(PEG logP section, Fig. 4). Adjusting the partial charges of the PEG
functional group by Birru16 was also unable to reproduce the
experimental values. It is proposed that the failure of these force
fields to sufficient model interactions with water may be due to the
force fields not being polarizable. To overcome this limitation and
improve the interactions between hydrocarbon groups, it was
decided to adjust the Lennard-Jones interactions between CH2 and
CH3 atom types and water oxygen, while leaving all other Lennard-
Jones interactions and force field parameters untouched. Adjusting
these specific interactions minimizes changes to the force field
parameters, which are a complex, interrelated set of values. The
increase in the deviation between simulated and experimental logP
with increasing chain length, see Figure 3, indicates that it is the
chain interactions, not the alcohol functional group, that are the
cause of the discrepancy. Changing the CH2 and CH3 Lennard-Jones
interactions with water oxygen will directly improve the affinity of
these atom types for water and improve the partitioning of the
molecules between water and oil.

Parameterization Using Octanol logP

Parameterization of the CH2 and CH3 atom type interactions
with water oxygen type was achieved by adjusting the C6 and C12
Lennard-Jones parameters for these atom type pairs, with the
values for 53a6 in Supplementary Information Table S4. All other
Lennard-Jones interaction parameters and force field parameters
were left untouched. An initial scaling of the C6 and C12 parame-
ters, independent of each other, was performed by calculating the
logP of octanol, with the results presented in Figure 5a. Increasing
C6 (line from A to B) and decreasing C12 (line from D to C) both
decreased the calculated octanol logP value, a direct result of
decreasing the minimum potential value and minimum radius of
the Lennard-Jones potential for these atom type pairs. A
2-dimensional scan of scaling C6 from 0 to þ10% and C12 from
0 to �10% was performed to identify the best combination of
Lennard-Jones parameter values to reproduce the experimental
octanol logP value, with the results presented in the contour dia-
gram in Figure 5b. Subsequently, a finer scale scan was performed
around the values that were close to reproducing the experimental
octanol logP of 3.0740 (see Figure 5c). From this contour diagram,
the shortest distance line from the 53a6 parameters to the best
approximation to the experimental octanol logP was taken, corre-
sponding to a 5% increase in the C6 and 5% decrease in the C12
parameters. The value of these parameters is presented in Table 1.

Alcohol logP with 53a6DBW

Taking the previously obtained values (5% increase in C6 and 5%
decrease in C12 parameters for both CH2 and CH3 atom type
Lennard-Jones interactions with water oxygen atom type), the logP
of the straight-chain alkanes and alcohols (CnH2nþ1OH) series from
C1 to C12 (excluding C11) were recalculated. The results of these



Figure 9. Radial distribution function comparisons for selected PEG oxygen atoms within octaethylene glycol monocaprylate to water oxygen between the force fields (a) 53a6 and
53a6DBW, and (b) 53a6OXY and 53a6DBW.
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calculations are presented in Figure 6, showing the significant
improvement in the calculated logP compared to the experimental
values.

Once the chain length get past C9, nonanol, a discrepancy be-
tween the calculated and experimental values for the alcohols ap-
pears. A possible reason for this is the C-C-C-C proper dihedral
rotation barrier is too high, restricting the longer molecules from
being able to wrap back on themselves. This would stop a decrease
in the surface area exposed to water allowed by curling up, thereby
making the longer chains more hydrophobic. This possibility was
investigated by scaling down the C-C-C-C proper dihedrals for
dodecanol and recalculating the logP. Scaling the potential energy
barrier down to 10% of the original value decreased the calculated
logP of dodecanol from 6.20 to 6.03, insufficient to even approach
the experimental value of 5.13.40 The reason for this observed
discrepancy is yet to be identified and study is ongoing.
PEG logP

The logP for the series of short-chain PEG molecules from
mono- to pentaethylene glycol were then calculated for 53a6,
53a6OXY, and 53a6DBW, see Figure 7. The functional group partial
charges increase that occurred with the reparameterization of
53a6 to 53a6OXY is shown here to improve the interactions with
water, causing a significant decrease in the calculated logP values.
However, again, as shown previously in Figure 4, this change in
partial charges is insufficient to achieve the correct logP values.
Only when the CH2 and CH3 atom type Lennard-Jones in-
teractions with water oxygen atom types is adjusted, as done
with 53a6DBW, the more substantial water interactions required
are obtained.
Micellar Structure

To provide a larger scale validation of the manner in which
water interacts with molecules containing the PEG functional
group, 3 simulations (using all 3 force fields, 53a6, 53a6OXY and
53a6DBW, with equilibrated system densities of 0.9781, 0.9788 and
0.9817 ± 0.0008 g cm�3, respectively) of octaethylene glycol
monocaprylate in water were performed to observe aggregation
behavior. Octaethylene glycol monocaprylate is representative of
the types of excipients found within lipid formulations. The final
aggregates formed at the completion of these simulations are
presented in Figure 8. 53a6 shows strong aggregation behavior,
Figure 8a, forming 2 large aggregates with very poor hydration of
the PEG chains, which are lying flat on the surface. Formation of
large aggregates in this manner within MD simulations typically
represents phase separation.1-3,5 This aggregating behavior is
consistent with the high logP found for PEG chains (Fig. 7). In the
case of 53a6OXY, 2 large aggregates are formed as well, Figure 8b.
However, an improvement in the PEG chain hydration is now
apparent, with some PEG chains protruding out into the bulk water
phase. Finally, when 53a6DBW is used, Figure 8c, small micelles are
formed, and it is no longer phase separated. The formation of the
micelles is caused by the increase in degree of hydration of the PEG
chains, allowing the surfactant to form a more curved oil/water
interface. This trend of improving degree of hydration of the PEG
chains across the force field series 53a6, 53a6OXY to 53a6DBW is
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quantified via the radial distribution functions of selected PEG ox-
ygen atoms to water oxygen, see Figure 9.

Conclusions

Existing GROMOS force fields 53a6 and 53a6OXY have been
demonstrated to poorly model the required relative aqueous and
oil phase interactions to correctly reproduce correct logP values,
with the interactions with water too unfavorable, as indicated by
the simulated logP being too high. Therefore, these force fields
would be poor candidates for performing MD simulation of the
gastrointestinal tract, lipid formulations, and the complex liquid
phases that form when lipid formulations are dispersed and
digested in the gastrointestinal tract. Using the logP of octanol as a
fitting parameter, the Lennard-Jones interactions between CH2 and
CH3 atom types with water oxygen atoms were scaled until a logP
value was obtained close to the experimental, with all other
Lennard-Jones and force field parameters left untouched. These
parameters were called the 53a6DBW force field, which improves
the calculation of logP values for straight-chain alcohols and short-
chain PEG molecules. The improvement in the water interactions
was also illustrated by simulation of a lipid formulation excipient,
octaethylene glycol monocaprylate, in water to observe its aggre-
gation behavior. Although 53a6OXY is an improvement over 53a6,
it does not allow sufficient hydration of the PEG chains. Meanwhile,
53a6DBW is able to more accurately model micellar formation by a
nonionic surfactant and further evaluation is forthcoming of this
force field (Guruge et al., unpublished results).41
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